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December 16, 1980 
533-4207 

Dr. Duane Nowlin 
Ecodyne, The Lir.dsay Division 
P.O. Box 43420 
St. Paul, Minnesota 55164 

Dear Dr. Nowlin: 

Re: Hagnetic Water Conditioners 

Enclosed is a copy of our last year's laboratory evaluation for 
your files on Bon Aqua. Apparently, Bon Aqua has gone out of 
business; but their sales agents, Techmclean, continue to market 
another magnetic produet. Our Atterney General has th.erefore 
released this report. 

Also enclosed for your information and files isa recent 
EPA Reqion V document on these devices. I am not so SJ^e 

are impartial in their comments since they have measured nothing 
themselves. 

With Best Wishes, 

^ r , (/\ (ZvyJ J —s 

Larry Scan!an 
Chief, Technical Assistance 
Bureau of Public Water Supplies 

LPS:es 

Enclosures 

An F.qu.il Oppmiunity r.mp'.oyer 
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UNITED STATES ENV1R0NMENTAL PROTECTION AGENCY 
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November 20, 1980 

Investigation of Magnetic Water Conditioners 

[]£r L 
from: Joseph F. Harrison, Chief o0 jq^ 

Water Supply Branch, Region V utanC)(. 
u 

- ^/roj wk (v_ 
to: Regional Representatives (Regions I-IV & VI-X) t///ä/o«av 

Gary Logsdon, MERL, Cincinnati, Ohio 
Peter Lassovszyk, ODW, Washington, D.C. 

The attached two papers provide an interim report of a Special su[yey we 

have embarked upon and brief abstracts of papers on the subject which we 
have obtained. 

Our survey covered six areas: 

1. Review of literature. 

2. Discussion with proponents. r c 
3. Discussion with manufacturers. 
4.- Discussion with detractors. 
5. Field visits to users. 
6. Observation of an installed device. 

Future v/ork will continue in all of these areas, but will emphasize the 
■field visits to users and the observation of an installed device. 

Should you desire more detail from us or copies of specific papers, 
please contact Don Maddox at (312) 886-6133. 

Attachments 

bcc: Mr. Oack Hoffbuhr 

EPA Form 1320-6 (Re*. 3-76) 



Investigation of Magnetic Water Conditioners 

Following discussion with Dr. G. Logsdon of MERL, Cincinnati, and 
Mr. P. Lassovszky of ODW, Washington, I decided at their suggestion to 
pursue further data on this purported water treatment method. 

It was decided to take several approaches: 

1. Review of the literature independently. 
2. Consultation with proponents of the method (George Elliott, 

Robert Corning). u vr.\ 
3 Consultation with manufacturers (Kemtune, HaKo;. . 
4! Field visits to companies or individuals having the equipment 

already installed. ... ^ .„j 
5. Obtaining one or more devices, installing them ourselve^ a id 

observing them in operation. 

6. Consultation with detractors of the method. 

The Literature 

InitiallV, our review of the literature turned up very little. Th^e, c 

were several articles by Eliassen who worked at MIT and several articles 
from Belgium and Russia. The former denonstrated the devices ^ not 
work for Eliassen's test while the Belgium and Russian art.-Tes descn e 
great effectiveness in scale prevention using electro-magnetic devices. 

It should be ir.entioned here that we have become aware of four different 
non-cheinical equipment types which purportedly wor,c Pa^^"1a^c^

1 

preventing scale build-up. These types are permanent tnagnet, electro 
tnagnet, dissimilar netal alloy. and high frequency current. 

A brief review of the information we found on these devices begins with 
werk done in Beigium as- early as 1945 by Vermieren. In 1952 Eliassen 
published an article in JAWVIA comparing Claims of non-chemical water 

■ conditioning devices with scientific fact. From this ai ticle, t ean 
easily be seen that American advertisers do geJ_caiX!M^y- ^any of 

the Claims appear to have been based on subjecti_ve_observations of. 
users. Also. mähy'örfHi' cl"iTms use scTenTuTtlärgön incorrectiy, 
makina the Claims easyto ridicule or disprove without any real eni . . 
pirical experience Mn the mid 1950's, a dissimilar metal dev^ce (Evis) 

appeared on the market which rapidly gained in use and soon ca^e ^ ^ 
attention of the FTC apparently on complamts from conventional chemical 
treatment suppliers. Tj^nJ^flan a see-saw of w^gunts, user si^s 
faciiflrL.ati_Sd£nt-Uj£.J;e_s.tijDo,ny^_norp^sers. ^irst, in 19.6, the FT 
examiner dismissed the complaint on thebasis of the te^timony ot 
user incliding licensed Professional engineers, operating eng^eersand 
öthers who had been faced with critical water Problems which had been 
substantially alleviated by use of the device. In addition. the examiner 



magnetic types of equipment and who had urged us to look into its use- 
fulness further. Ke contacted Mr. Elliott for further Information on 
the location of devices in use and for information on manufacturers. A 
check of the yellow pages had revealed only one non-chemical equipment 
supplier (Ultrasonics - a high frequency current device). Mr. Elliott 
proved to be a source of much information including testimomal type 
letters, several studies and candid detail on what had apparently 
happened in the past. 

Mr. ELU-i ott-s- background is that of a real es täte mana^er, through which 
he became interested in these devices (protection of apartm9nt boilers). 
After seeing several devices (CEPI, EVIS and Packard)apparently prove 
their effectiveness, he became a user of them and began gathering in- 
formation on them. He states that the Evis (a dissimilar metal device), 
electrostatic, and magnetic units are definitely effective. Mr. Elliott 
noted that he had seen numerous frauds on the market also. He stated as 
an example devices he had seen with wood dowels and piain copper spikes 
as cores. He also questioned how the devices which clamp on could work 
noting that many such devices have very weak magnetic fields and would 
seem to be capable of subjecting the v/ater to no magnetic effect where 
the pipe is iron or an iron alloy. 

Mr. Elliott wrote the article "Revolutionary Water Conditioner" pub- 
lished in the July-August 1976 issue of the Journal of Property Manage- 
ment. Mr. Elliott worked briefly for Hako from 1972-1975, but presently 
is retired. His activity in retirement has been gathering information 
on magnetic treatment and trying to convince government and other in- 
terested officials of the economic potential of magnetic treatment in 
this age of high costs, inflation and environmental degradation. 

In mid-October, Mr. Robert Corning of Serco Laboratories contacted our 
Offices by letter regarding his independent tests of the Polar (Norway) 
unit. His experience began in the late 1950^ when he was visited by a 
Packard salesman. At that time, he rejected the proposed installation 
on the basis of "knowing" the principle could not work. In 1977, Mr. 
Corning had the opportunity to visit Norway and during his visit became 
interested in the Company manufacturing the Polar Water Conditioner. He 
returned to the United States with several units which he had installed 

" at several problem locations in Cedar Falls, Iowa. Those installations 
showed graphic results which made a believer of Mr. Corning. 

Consultation with Manufacturers 

On leads provided by Mr. Elliott, we were able to contact and meet with 
Mr. Charles Sanderson of the Kemtune Company (Ft. Wayne) and Messrs. 
Kent and Merrill Kontmeier of Introdel Incorporated (Chicago). Both 
manufacturers were cooperative. 



the "scientific" t.sll-n, »« 

the FTC commissnon. the "se was reman considering the ad-_ 
receipt of further scientific Information. in d.smissed the complalnt in 
ditional scientific data.the exami 9^ commission set aside_the e*.-l 
June 1958. Then, on April 3, mannfacturer to stop claiming its -A 
aminer's decision and ordered t v.ater Finally, on March 6, 1961, 
device had any beneficial effect on ^ater. ^ pTC comrnis. 
appeal to the U.S. Court 0I.APP®a^^^""^^ment. "The Conmission 
sion's decision was discontmued wlt " witnesses. We cannot 
erred in disregarding tep^^ioner'a<; they are unsupported by 
sustain the findings of the Federal Trade Commission is set 
substantial evidence. Tne order of ^e Federai ^ of two 

aside." By this time, howevei . its business reputation in ruins 
owners due to heart ® investiqations, it soon went off the 

due to the Publicity of the FTC ln'e^1^0^' res1.ing particularly 
market. The reading of ^^ecord is ve^y^ sound testimony. _ Most of 
with reqard to what constitute h=vo hppn Dreviously._bia.aed 
the scientists involved were revealed ,it 

against the device and, alt hip reoutation to come to conclusions. 
Ted individuals of othe^ise impeccab^e P ^ ^ ^ conclusions „uh 
not warranted by the_data avai1 ab!e t ^ ^ pr0per methods of instal- 
incomplete data, to ignor^ d significant differences between 
lation prior to te"ln3' ^f ueina eveilLted, to make carte blanch 
their expenence and what w®s ^ amended or qualified, to 
Statements which their ^ relevant to the Performance sought 
conduct tests obviously ^V^H .i ^sts obviously relevant to the 

to be measured, to fall uo condjct r t1 interpret obvious mean- 

CrSÄSÄ.S'.S Ä-' 

In the same time period. Eliassen^foncAed the Evis> the 
laboratory tests reported ^ b th flow through permanent 

Packard and the Cepi (the latte. positive effects of the 
magnetic devices). These tests o d not s^w^any^posit^^ 
devices on the treated water J ^my;/hich .hese devices are usually 

be noted, was not typical of Hater on ^ ts also omitted several . 
used with purported success. The stu V P . ^ gr0ljnding which the 
critical points such as f1°" ^ ^te can cause failure of the 
manufacturer's ^ ^ Dancies tbese two reports appear to form 

regarding the efficacyof these devices. 

Discussion with Proponents . j^' 

Coincident «Uh .er rfr™cI":f/.;Snr.o0l,rho"1..s 

SrICSSr: SoSIliS.» Ks had long experl.nc. »..» th. p.~ne„t 



The Kemtune Company (Superior) formed in the early 1960's and v/as based 
on the purchase of the Packard patents. Kemtune vvas originally limited 
to commercial and industrial applications. Merrill Kontmeier in the 
late 1960s worked as a salesman for Kemtune anö set up his own.Company 
based on a change in design of the magnetic device, an idea to seil to 
residential users and small commercial applications and a disagreement 
wlth Kemtune management. 

Introdel makes a small unit series, 1-200 gpm, which caters primarily to 
small applications, coffee brewers, humidifiers, etc. Upon seeing the 
success of Introdel, Kemtune broadened its line to include small units 
so that it now has a series running from 3 gph to 15,000 gpm. 

From our consultations with Mr. Elliott, Mr. Sanderson and Messrs. 
Kontmeier, we were able to obtain copies or portions of studies done by 
various persons and Universities other than Eliassen. These are: 

1. Report on Performance Test of Packard Water Conditioner - Professor 
Paul Broten, Cornell University, 11/14/57. Test of old and new 
pipe installation at university dormitory over 7/4/56 to 5/6/57. 

2. Letter describing test results - Professor Alan Rubin, Ohio State 
University, 4/30/73. Test shown to be effective in preventing 
formation of scale. Thnorv of dissimilar metals a,(jvanced_as reason 
for effectiveness. 

3. Magnetic Treatment of Water - Advance Research Projects Agency, 
Department of Defense, 1/30/73. Paper summarizing Russian work. 

4. Study of Electric and Magnetic Treatment of Water to Prevent 
Sealing and Corrosion: Biological and Medical Implications" - Dr. 
Ergun Ar and Dr. George Nace, University of Michigan 3/30/73. 
Paper showing conclusions from preliminary tests indicating bene- 
ficial effects of magnetic water treatment. 

5. Physical Testing of Treated Water (Superior Water Conditioner) 
Residues versus Non-treated Water Residues - United States Testing 
Company Inc., 12/5/68. 

6. Cepi Process in Industry - Theo Yermeiren, Epuro S.A., 5/15/73. 
" Paper by the purported 1945 inventor describing device's principle 

and applications. 

7. Evaluation of CEPI-COMAV Unit for Magnetic Treatment of Water - 
Ruakura Agricultural Research Center, Ministry of Agriculture and 
Fisheries, New Zealand, 8/26/76. Unit shown to be effective. 



The manufactures were also quite cooperative in passing on adverse 
studies which had come to their attention. Such Information included. 

1 Test of a Maqnetic Water Conditioning Device - L.S. Herbert, CSIRO 
Division of Chemical Engineering, 10/70. The test demonstrated no 
strong influence of magnetised water in an operating boiler. 

2. Electrostatic Descaler Testing: An Evaluation - M. Meckler, . 
Meckler Associates, 8/74. An Installation which over 5 months was 
not observed to provide any benefit. 

3. Descal-A-Matic Magnetic Water Conditioner Test - Advance Engi- 
neering, 6/26/75. Questionable results shown. Rebuttal by manu- 
facturer attached. 

4 Do Water-Conditioning Gadgets Work? Weider and Partrige Hall 
Laboratories, 10/53. A well written paper documenting vanous 
systems for preventing scale and corrosion as far back as iöbb. . 
Documents a large number of failures for vanous devices but doe 
not name the devices (descriptions of the device and manufacturer 
Claims are given). 

5. NASA Tests of Descal-A-Matic Device, 5/75 - 11/77. This work 
describes a well designed corrosion test system which v^s a^^nt1y 

very poorly and carelessly applied in testing the Descal-A-Matic 
Device. Initial excellent results are followed by negative results 
in two subsequent tests conducted 5 months and 13 mon.hs later. 
Then the unit was installed on the make-up water for a 125 ton 
cooling tower system with negative results. The manufacturer 

•advises the unit was improperly applied (recireu.ated water must 
treated at least in part) and could not have sueeeeded. 

Field Visits and Telephone Calls to Users 

For this part of the project, we referred to limited information avail- 
able in our files and requested names and addresses of users from 
Kemtune Incorporated. The manufacturer provided us with the address and 
phone numbers for 10 users in the Chicago area. 

The results of these telephone visits and phone calls are as follows and 
were recorded on a pre-established form: 

1 Has installed Superior C-100 on a Computer room humidifer. Hu- 
midifiers historically need cleaning about every 30 days. To be 
visited when winter season and use of humidifiers is imtiatea. 
Hardness is 458 ppm. 

2. Grocery installed Superior R-1000 on cooling water for störe 
" refrigeration. Also has units installed in honie for humidifier and 

hot water heater. Previously build up of scale would cause over- 
heating of compressor-condenser which require acid cleaning ot 



system. Since Installation in 1978 has not had an overheating 
Problem or required acid cleaning. Hardness is 125 ppm. 

3. Has just installed on ice machines and coffee makers in new kit- 
chen. No previous experience. Mo opinion as of 9/80. Hardness is 
125 ppm. 

4. Installed Superior R-2500 and R-2000 on water cooling tower. 
Previously used water softener and required algae and foam control 
with chemicals. Have eliminated chemicals, manpower needed to check 
water quality and need for automated control devices. As of mid- 
September had been in operation for 3 months with apparent success. 
Hardness is .157 ppm. 

5. & 6. Both Indianapolis, not visited.' 

7. Michigan user not visited. 

8. Installed Superior R-750 in home with over 400 mg/1 CaC03 hardness.- 
Installed 2 years ago after hot water heater failed in four years 

' due to CaC03 build-up. Previously faucet strainers had to be 
cleaned every week, now only every 3-4 months. Notice deposits on 
dishwasher walls appear to be Clearing up. Hardness is 576 ppm. 

9. & 10. Not visited as yet. 

11. Installed four years ago at university for domestic hot water 
heaters, ice making and dish washing machines. Previously had to 
clean hot water tubes 2 times per year. Has not required cleaning 
s-ince Installation 4 years ago. 

Observation of an Installed Device 

Through our contact with the Kemtune Corporation, we obtained a R-100 
Superior Unit and installed it at Mr. Prince's home. (Region V. Toxi- 
cologist). Mr. Prince lives in LaGrange where the water quality has 
historically ranged from 300-500 mg/1 total hardness. We note the water 
quality for LaGrange had drastically changed in March 1980 when a reno- 
vated softening system had gone on line (the hardness is now about 100 
ppm). 

After six weeks installation, observation of the device's influence on 
water flow and deposition in system piping was inconclusive primarily 
due to errors in our installation. Observation, however, of lime de- 
posits on a kitchen drain board showed that the previously hard scale 
deposits had been removed. The evaporator element of a furnace humidi- 
fier had been heavily scaled and now appeared to be much cleaner._ 
Previously hard deposits of scale in the water reservoir were easily 
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«;til1 qreatly restricted. These improvements might be a >esult of the 

tion tp attribute to a March 1980 improvement in water quality. 

Fnr the future we plan to run some brief expen'ments using treated and 

ment now provided by LaGrange. 

Discussi'on with Detractors 

Tn mid-SeDtember, we met with Mr^__John_Scan1on of CuTligan regarding 
smaTl system Problems in meeti^g the HIPDWRs and the mdustry's ca a- 

bilitv to provide treatment equipment to meet these pioblems. ^his 
meeting was initiated by and conducted by EPA consultants froni Tempie. 

Barker and Sloan. 

It was mentioned casually that we were interested in magnetic water 

ÄiÄS was^He^stated er 
faii Since the maqnetic v/ater treatment devices work against the you fall. Sl"ce f .. He pr0vided a brochure which included 

papers (1954) and the Eliassen papers, (1957 and 1958). 

Tn mid-October. Dr. Dn.np Itowlin "f I indsav Division was contacted by 
lelephone ?rinfÄlT^n on magnetic water,conduioners. He informed 

us that the South Dakota report (Water Quality Assoc1®^on
(,p 

5 

klJiS/S^fhinSS Je had ! islyp^ . 

equipment and offered to P^v^e copies of.about^S^u les ^ 

Meckler paper; various court findings. Better Business Bureau issuances 

and State Attorney General investigations on Bon Aqua and other devices 
Äizona! Minnesota. South Dakota. Illinois, and Utah); summary state- 
ments on tests of three units (Hydrotron. Cepi-Comav. and Aqua ^cale 

■ Mines and Technology" 4/3/79. 
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Further Observations 

Interesting on-going activity concerns the South Dakota School of Mines 
and Technology which is conducting a research investigation of magnetic 
units under a contract with the Water Quality Associatnon. Thisre 
search was reported on by Dr. Nowlin of.Lindsay Division n March 1980 

at the WQA annual conference. Hopefully, th® ^'^^ily 
biased by Dr. Nowlin's obvious opimon even though it is Prl^rily 
funded bv the chemical and softener industry through WQA. The fact that 
the researchers did not contact the 0

u?a 
e

ur
e

e
q

rnr t e r 

be tested, and did not seek to consult with the manufacturers or tneir 
representatives'regarding installation and operation, 

an unbiased research product. 

Rather than provide copies of the many papers and studies we have re- 
S on this subject^ attached is ^denduni listing em wi h a ef 
Statement on their content. In some cases I have included cntica 

nf nroblem waters to magnetic fields. Ri9ht now 0|Jr effcrts are eing 
directed to determining conclusively whether or not hard scalepr 
vention and removal of existing hard scale can be achieved by such 
exposure. 



Observations on Various Studies and Reports Regarding 

Non-Chemical Vlater Conditioners 

"So-caUed Electrical and Catalytic Treatment of Water for Boilers" 
by Eliassen and Uhlig, 1952. 

This paper exerpts various Claims and statements made by non-chemi- 
cal water conditioner manufacturers and sales media. The Claims 
are then picked apart in terms of the scientific jargon used. No 
empirical data is developed. 

"Experiemntal Evaluation of Water Conditioner Performance by 
Eliassen and Skrinde, 1957. 

This study evaluates Evis conditioned water (a dissimilar metal 
device) against untreated v/ater. Unfortunately a relatively soft 
water (62 ppm total hardness, 24 ppm alkalinity) was used for the 
tests, so that it is hard to see how Short term tests could have 
proven anything. To be truly valid one would expect that tests 
should have been conducted with a problem water, ie one having high 
hardness. In addition, a number of the tests can be criticised as 
to whether they truly measure what the manufacturer claimed or not. 

"Experimental Performance of Miracle Water Conditioners by Eliassen, 
Skrinde and Davis, 1958. 

This study evaluates the Evis, the Packard (a permanent magnet 
device), and the Cepi (a permanent magnet device).^ Again high 
quality Cambridge tap water was used for the experiments with 
hardness added for some of the experiments. Most of the tests were 
short term and did not duplicate the Situation of v/ater in pipes 
under pressure. Even so, several of the experiments appear to have 
been aimed at benefits claimed for the devices and should have 
shdwn some effect if the devices are effect. The authors do not 
present adequate detail defining what was done for anyone to reproduce 
the experiments (flow rate, etc). The curves are remarkable for 
their continuity in every case. Normally one would expect some 
anomalies for so much data. In several cases the curves go to 0,0 
as an origin where the authors do not appear to have had data 
(Figures 3, 4, 5, 6 and 8) or where 0,0 could not have beenthe^ 
origin due to the hardness of the raw water (Figure 7). This might 

. be nitpicking, however, and some attempt should be made to repro- 
duce Eliassen's work with cooperation from the manufacturers to 
assure no confounding influences cause question with regard to the 
results. 



"Magnetic Treatment of Liquids for Scale and Corrosion Prevention 
by Vermeiren, 1958. 

In this paper, the author describes effects of magnetic treatment 
and causes of treatment failures. In general. faHures are at- 

tributed primarily to too high a flow rate, iron oxidefouling of 
the magnet^ stray electrical currents due to use of water p^e as a 

ground^ and aeration of the water to be treated. The author also 
describes various applications. 

"Magnetic Treatment of Water" by Belova, 1972. 

A paper describing Soviet Russian experience and the controversy 
over how magnetic treatment works. The author refers toresearch 

from 1950-1970 which demonstrated changes in scale formation, 
improved ion exchanger take-up capacity, reduced corrosion, im- 
proved flotation, improved capacity to remove dusts and improve 
cement stability. 

"On the Magnetic Treatment of Feed Water for Steam Boilers by 
Todorivev and Yovchev, 1962. 

This" paper describes the problem of control of chemical treatment 
of water for small boilers (unskilled Operators) and suggests 
magnetic treatment as a solution in Russia. A ^ dg"lJSS10n 

of the treatment method is presented including advantages anu 
disadvantages. The authors also descnbe tests run on a 5 ^be 

boiler in 1960. Those tests concluded that the treatment was 
successful. 

"Revolutionary Water Conditioner" by Elliott, 1976. 

This paper deals primarily with the results of the FTC hearings on 
the Evis and the'Eiiassen reports and the impact 
occurrences in 1952-1958 on the acceptance of magnetic and other 
water conditioner used in the United States. 

"Report on Performance Test of Packard Water Conditioner" by Broten. 
Cornell University, 1957. 

Fmoirical observation of the unit installed in two systems prac- 
K y scaled solid showed a restoration of flow. An enpincal 

test was then set up with old scaled and new pipeto secure evi- 
dence of scale removal. No control loop was provided in the test. 
At the end of nine months, water flow through the old pipes had 
visibly improved and the pipes had lost weight indicating a lossof 
sca e In addition, a significant amount of loose granulär matenal 
was removable by rapping from the old pipes. ^rthisstudywe 
not have the assurance of calibrated scales and different scales 
were used for initial and final weights. 



Letter from Dr. Alan Rubin, Ohio State University, 1973. 

Dr. Rubin1 s letter states that he found the Superior device ef- 
fective for preventing formation of scale. He theonzes, that t 
unit acts as a galvanic cell which produces metal 10ns which change 

calcium precipitate character. He further describes expenments 
using metal salts (zinc. lead, tin) that produced a similar effect 
to that produced by the Superior unit. 

"Magnetic Water," Review and translation of magnetic 
papers by several Russian authors including Belova and Klassen, 
done by Stevovich, 1973. Department of Defense. 

This paper reiterates the material described above in item 5.^ The 
paper states there are several thousand installations in Russia 
(1969) and expands the list of purported benefits. Four research 
projects including field applications are described bnefly. 

"Proposed Study of Electrical and Magnetic Treatment of Water to ^ 
Prevent Scaling and Corrosion, Biological and Medical Implications. 

Dr. Ar, University of Michigan, 1973. 

Initial work for this study was done under a grant from the Insti- 
tute of Environmental Quality. The paper provvdes a good discus- 
sion of scale formation and discusses the CEPI-COMAV device. 
Experiments describing definite effects attnbutable to exposure of 
water to a magnetic field are reported. The electrical pulse 
treatment r.iethod is also reported on as having snown definite ^ 
effects on scale formation and plant growth. The paper isa well j 
prepared document intended to obtain further grant funas ex- 
panded research on this subject. Funding was not aPProv^d» how" 
ever. An attached report by Dr. Kaufman, Department of Botany, 
describes literature and experiments documenting tne erfect ot 
magnetically treated water on biological systems (plants, algaej. 
Another attached report by Dr. Nace, Department of Zoology, des- 
cribes.work done with tadpoles and proposes further work. 

"Physical Testing of a Water Conditioner" United States Testing 
Company, 1968. 

This paper describes several simple tests which show physical 
differences between treated and untreated water. Most interesti g 

is a test showing graphically different effects of treated and 
untreated water passed through glass tubes stuffed with steel wool. 

"The Cepi Process in Industry" by Vermeiren. 

This paper describes what the Cepi is, what it does, and how it is 
applied. . . 
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14. "Test of a Magnetic Water Conditioning Device" by Herbert, 1970, 
Australia. 

This paper describes a field test of two boilers with previous 
v severe scaling and corrosion problems despite costly chemical 

treatment. The experiment was well described and controlled but a 
radical change in water quality (10 fold reduction in hardness) 
occurred during the four month test period. Both the treated unit 
and the untreated unit were found to have cleaned up with a slight 
advantage to the magnetically treated unit. 

15. "Electrostatic Descaler Testing: An Evaluation" by Meckler, 1974. 

This paper describes a six month test using a non-problem water (82 
ppm total hardness). The author describes a badly corroded and 
scaled system prior to installation but observation of the photo- 
graphs provided indicates that pipes were only lightly scaled with 
large corrosion tubercules. Observation of the "before treatment" 
and "after treatment" pipes entering and leaving the water heater 
indicate improvement which the author ignores. 

16. "Test of Descal-A-Matic Magnetic Water Conditioner" Borg-Warner 
Corporation, 1975. 

This test appears to have been carefully designed not to differen- 
tiate between hard scale and the sludge said to be produced by the 
magnetic treatment. The paper states there was no indication that 
a soft purgeable mud was formed and yet pains were taken to not 

. flush non-adhering deposits from the tubing used to collect pre- 
cipitate. 

17. "Do Water-Conditioning Gadgets Work?" Weider and Partridge, 1953. 

This paper reports on the effectiveness of 5 devices; two electric 
• current devices, two dissimilar metal devices, and an inert metal 

electrode device. A summary of various devices reported on since 
1865 is provided in a table including year, author, and principle 
of device An extensive bibliography of 106 references consisting 

 primarily of US and British patents is provided. As a discrediting 
paper it is very well written providing numerous briefly stated^ 
case histories of failures. The authors go .on to briefly describe 
three other devices-including the permanent magnet device which 

- .were appearing on the market but for which the authors had no case 
history information. The oddest discrepancy I note with this paper 
Is that the Evis Water Conditioner is obviously described and, 
although the authors had been aware of it for only one year, seven 
case histories of failure are reported. The odd thing is that 
shortly after the appearance of this article, FTC began an investi- 
gation into the Evis which lasted from 1954 to 1961. In that time 



and in all the testimony involved, 92 case histories of success and 
no case histories of failure were reported to FTC. Over 100,000 of 
The devices were sold. What happened to the multitude of failures 
in.dicated by Weider and Partridge for this device? 

"National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Lewis Research 
Center Test of Descal-A-Matic" 1975-1978. 

This series of correspondence describes an initially successful 
experiment, followed by two failures. Instead of following up the 
initial success with a more carefully controlled experiment to 
verify the first test, NASA chose to delay tests from 5/75 to 10/75 
to 6/76. AIthough their letter reporting initial successful re- 
sults indicated excitement in a potential breakthrough, their 
action in follow-up was less than prompt. The experiments des- 
cribed are flawed by lack of controls and poor attention to system 
detail. (No cleaning of test system from prior chemical agent 
tests, no consideration of residual effects of treatment,^unbalanced 
parallel systems, no raw water control experiment, lack of equili- 
bration). 

"Interesting Practical Test Installations^ in Cedar Falls, Iowa by 
Corning, Corning Laboratories, 1978. 

This brief paper with photographs describes a successful installa- 
tion on hot water heater feed water and its effects on scale forma- 
tion in the hot water heaters and on the heater elements. The umt 
installed was a Polar permanent magnet device. 

"FTC on the Evis Water Conditioner" FTC and Ninth Circuit Court 
Records, 1956-1961. 

This series of papers consists of the hearing examiners initial 
decision; the FTC Commission's opinion, findings and order; an AWV.A 

■article on the FTC Commission's decision; and the decision of the 

9th Circuit Court ofAppeals, In Short, the" hearing examiner 
dismissed the complaint as unsubstantiated by the evidence avail- 
able (April 1956), the Commission remanded the case back to the 
examiner for consideration of further evidence (Ido nothave a 
copy of the remanding document), the examiner again dismissed tne 
complaint (June 1958), (again I do not. have this document), the 
Commission overrode the examiner's decision and issueda cease and 
desist order (March 1959) and the Circuit Court set 

• Commissions cease and desist order as being unsupported by sub- 
stantial evidence (March 1961). 

"Test of CEPI-C0MAV Unit for Magnetic Treatment of Water" by Ruakura 
" Agricultural Research Center, New Zealand, 1976. 

This paper describes an experiment to test the subject unit for the 
treatment's effect on scale formation in stills. The unit was 



found to successfully prevent scaling in clean stnlls and was found 
to cause the loosening of scale in a previously scaled-up still. 

"Test of CEPI-COMAV Unit for Prevention of Scale in Vapor Compression 
Sea Water Stills" by U.S. Naval Engineering Experiment Station, 
1954. 

This is one of a series of at least three tests of different units 
run at the International Nickel Company test Site. F^'|!u™^ed 

hour runs with untreated runs before and after each ^ 
showed no difference between the scale formed in treated or un- 
treated runs. 

"Bon Aqua Efficacy Testing" by Truesdail Laboratories, 1979. 

This paper records before and after water quality tests, a taste 
test of orange juice prepared with before and after water, and a 
suds volumn test. None of the tests showed any Variation for be.ore 
and after treatment water. 

"Magnetic Water Conditioners: Are They for Real?" by Gass, 1979. 

In an article appearing in the Water Well Journal, the 
describes empirical observations and tests run by a distributor 
which failed to demonstrate effectiveness ror the Bon Aqua device. 

"Test of Bon-Aqua Broom Water Conditioner" by Engineering Experiment 
Station, S.D. Schoo! of Mines and Technology, 1979. 

Four tests; boiling time, dissolution of limestone, Ivory bar soap 
sudsing and Joy liquid soap sudsing showed no effect resulted from 
the treatment. 

"Report on Investigation of Magnetic Water Treatment Devices" by 
. Nowlin 1979. 

The author reviews the status of a Water Quality Ässociationstudy 
of the Polar, Superior and Bon-Aqua magnetic devices. The study is 
expected to produce results by November 1979. 

"Non-Chemical Water Treating Devices" by Westcott, 1979. 

The author provides a general criticism of water conditioner de- 
vices An unrelated case in which the author was burned in trying 
to cash in on a miracle material is described and the author paces 
all non-chemical water conditioners in the same class. The fcvis 
case is discussed with the author misrepresenting or erring on 
several key facts of the case. The author cnticizes the U.S. 
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Ninth Circuit Court as being legalistic and technically inept. In 
fact, an unbiased reading of the record of the Evu case shows that 
the hearing exanriner and the Circuit Court were quite fair and 
technically competent in their judgement. The paper then goes on to 
criticize the use of testimonials and the explanations of how such 
devices work. 

28. "A Viable Approach to Water and Waste Treatment" by Reimers, et al, 
Tulane University, 1980. 

This paper appears in parts aprts in Water Technology and describes 
investigation of field applications of an untrasonic/electrostatic 
device. The device was shown to he effective for descaling and 
bacteria inhibition. 

29. "Evaluation of Electr-A-Sonic Water Treater" by Bondhoad Water 
Works, 1977. 

This paper describes an application of anultrasonic/electrostatic 
device in an attempt to control iron precipitation (5 ^9/1) and 
reduce the need for chlorination. The device was shown to have 
marginal capability to reduce total plate counts but was not nearly 
as effective as chlorine {20% reduction vs 99%) and did not reduce 
total coliform counts. Turbidity deteriorated followmg treat^nt 
by the device. indicating iron precipitation and bfcterial 9rowth 
in the treated water. No attennpt was made to checK the treatment s 
effect on the chlorination process. 

30. "Does Magnetic Water Treatment Influence precipitation of Calcium 
Carbonate from Super-saturated Solutions by Ellingsen, 1979. 

For this study, two well waters were passed through a 1000 gauss 
. magnetic field. then super-satureated by the addition ^ "^lum 

hvdroxide and the rate of precipitation observed. It wasfound 
that the rate of precipitation as measured by pH change vnth t^e 
was significantly affected by the treatment.Asimlaref,ect 
not observed for distilled water super-saturated with calcium 
hydroxide. 

31. "Magnetic Water Treatment: Black Magic or a Scientific Reality?" 
by Ellingsen, 1980. 

This paper related to two experiments. The first ran twoJ^ntical 
boilers with the same water feed rate and showed large reduction 
in seile formed for the treated water. The second measured changes 

in the rate of precipitation and showed that increased rate 
precipitation were caused by increasing magnetic field strength. 



"Study of the Effect of Magnetic Treatment" by Kristiansen, Norwegian 
Institute for Water Research, 1977. 

Tests on boiler water for treated and untreated units operated in 
parallel showed a reduction in pH"for the treated water. Examina- 
tion of treated and untreated precipitates showed a difference in 
structure with the untreated precipitate being more amorphous and 
more strongly adhering to glass surfaces. Xray exarmnation of the 
precipitated calcium carbonate produced by rapid evaporation ot 
treated and untreated water showed a significant difference in form 
(calcite proportion vs aragonite proportion). 

"Investigation of Magnetic Water Treatment Devices" by Duffy, 
Clemson University, 1977. 

This dissertation found that magnetic fields only had an effect on 
the pH value of colloidal FelOHh and increased the corrosion rate 
of iron. The paper suggests that the iron ions produced by in- 
creased corrosion retard the growth of CaC03. 

"Critical Review of Literature on Formation and Prevention of 
Scale" by W.L. Badger and Association for Office of Saline Water, 
1959. 

This paper discusses the mechapisms of scale formation and pre- ^ 
vention. Water conditioning devices are briefly discussed as coming 
in two categories - gadgets which are ineffective and those arfecting 
pH or seeding sufficient to cause a beneficial effect. 

"Bon Aqua Performance Tests" by Utah Department of Health Laboratory, 
1979. 

For this study, Bon Aqua units were installed on a high hardness • 
water line withbefore and after taps. A series of soap and scale 
tests were run. The soap test was conducted by adding Joy Liquid to 
treated and untreated samples and shaking evenly. No differences 
in the height of soap suds developed was found. The scale test was 
a Standard marble test and indicated both waters were scale forming. 
According to my understanding, this scale test, Bon Aqua works 
similarly to the Polar unit tested in Norway, should have de^ected 

a difference between treated and untreated water since the process 
purportedly changes the rate of precipitation. In view of the 
encrusted fixtures noted by the author, it would have been helpful, 
if the devices had been placed on a line to a representative ■ 
fixture. to check for effects on that scale already present. Tins, 
however, was not done.-^r^^j Acot . o^a-~-u Jt'. 
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